
LIFE GROUP STUDY GUIDE:   (60-minute session—10-13-19) 
New Message Series: Housekeeping 

This series is all about you and I being prepared for guests here at Salina Heights Christian Church. For the 
next several weeks, we will look at several housekeeping items (kind of like a check list) that will help us be 
better prepared to receive guests when they come. This series will also help us grow in our community 
influence. Enjoy the series. 

TEXT: 1Peter 1:23-2:2 

For us to approach the Bible with the right frame of mind and really let it transform our lives, we need to 
apply some very serious lessons: 
 

I. Let’s Appreciate the Bible’s Incredible __________ and ______________: 
 
When we talk about the Bible being from God, what word really sums up our discussion? _____________________ 

 

What scriptures come to mind when you think about the Bible coming from God? What scripture did our discussion 
really focus in on and what did you learn about that passage? (See back page) 

 

Having listened to this message, what would you say is SHCC’s perspective on the inspiration of Scripture? Why do 
some people struggle with believing that the Bible came from God? 

 

What did you learn about the Bible’s durability? Does a discussion of the durability of the Bible change your thinking 
about our everyday use and handling of God’s Word? 
 

II. Keep the Bible’s ________________:  
 
Having read the passages above, do you believe that simply reading the Bible is enough? Read the following passages 
and talk about the message from those passages. (Read: James 1:22; 1Peter 2:1; Matthew 7:24-27) 

 
III. Desire its ___________________: (Read: 1Peter 2:2) 

 
What did you learn about physical cravings and how did that relate to the cravings of the soul? 

 
 
What practical advice was offered for deepening relationships through the Word? 

1.) _________ the Bible _____________. 
2.) ______________ God’s Word. 
3.) Group up and ___________. 
4.) _________ Bible ____________. 
5.) _________ Scriptural _____________ over those close to you.  



 
The principal/teaching of inspiration looks like this… 
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                  _________________________________________ 
 
 
 

ς = _____________________________ 

= __________________________________ 

 

 

What are we saying? ___________________________________________________________________ 
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